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“Neutrino Phyiscs”

2

Neutrino Sources 

 many sources " many experimental opportunities  

From Intensity Frontier Summary talk, Snowmass 2013
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•Neutrino flavor mixing

•Oscillation experiments, now and then

•Absolute neutrino mass

•We know they’re massive (at least two are).

•Neutrino as messenger from Nature

•From Earth, Sun, Stars, and Universe

Contents
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Apologies to topics not covered



Neutrino mixing
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Neutrino oscillation
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Two flavor case

P(να→να)=1-sin22θ·sin2(1.27Δm2[eV2]·L[km]/E[GeV])

P(να→νβ)=sin22θ·sin2(1.27Δm2·L/E)

θ:mixing angle
Δm2=m12-m22

|να> = cosθ|ν1>+sinθ|ν2>
|νβ> = -sinθ|ν1>+cosθ|ν2>

Flavor eigenstate Mass eigenstate
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Three flavor: four parameters
θ12, θ23, θ13, δ
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10 years ago (2003) 

•When I started ν physics..

• Neutrino oscillation just established

• Atmospheric mixing

• Super-K, K2K

• Solar mixing

• Cl, Ga, SK, SNO, KamLAND

• Third mixing angle: only limit

• νe→νx by Chooz & Palo Verde

• νμ→νe by K2K

• 4th ν? by LSND (but not by KARMEN)
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In 10 years..
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Figure 6: Observed (solid line), and expected
behaviors of the test statistic !2 ln Q for the
background (dashed line), and the signal + back-
ground hypothesis (dash-dotted line), as a func-
tion of the test mass mH . Upper: ALEPH data
alone; lower: LEP data combined [32]. The dark-
and light-shaded bands represent one and two
standard deviation bands about the background
expectation.
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CKM angles

11. CKM quark-mixing matrix 11
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Figure 11.2: Constraints from the text on the position of the apex of the unitarity
triangle following from |Vub|,B mixing, !, and sin 2". A possible unitarity triangle is
shown with the apex in the preferred region.
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Observation of CPV
in B meson

In 10 years..
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Figure 11.2: Constraints on the !̄, "̄ plane. The shaded areas have 95% CL.

The CKM matrix elements can be most precisely determined by a global fit that
uses all available measurements and imposes the SM constraints (i.e., three generation
unitarity). The fit must also use theory predictions for hadronic matrix elements, which
sometimes have significant uncertainties. There are several approaches to combining the
experimental data. CKMfitter [6,101] and Ref. 124 (which develops [125,126] further) use
frequentist statistics, while UTfit [108,127] uses a Bayesian approach. These approaches
provide similar results.

The constraints implied by the unitarity of the three generation CKM matrix
significantly reduce the allowed range of some of the CKM elements. The fit for the
Wolfenstein parameters defined in Eq. (11.4) gives

# = 0.22535± 0.00065 , A = 0.811+0.022
!0.012 ,

!̄ = 0.131+0.026
!0.013 , "̄ = 0.345+0.013

!0.014 . (11.26)

These values are obtained using the method of Refs. [6,101]. Using the prescription
of Refs. [108,127] gives # = 0.22535 ± 0.00065, A = 0.817 ± 0.015, !̄ = 0.136 ± 0.018,

June 18, 2012 16:19

Overconstraint
Measurement
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ν progress in 10 years

• Confirmation of ντ appearance by OPERA and Super-K

• Precise measurements of 
“atmospheric” and 
“solar” parameters

• K2K, MINOS, SNO, 
KamLAND, Super-K, ..

• A few hints of sterile neutrinos?

• MiniBooNE, reactor anomaly, 
Ga source, cosmology, ..

• Neutrino velocity..

• 2011-2012: θ13 revolution
8

Confirmation�of�QPїQW by�OPERA

A.�Pastore,�EPS�HEP�2013

Third�QW candidate�taken�in�
March,�2013

3.8V QW appearance�by�SuperͲK��atmospheric�data��(Abe�et�al.,�PRL�110,�181802�(2013))��
from�a�sample�of�enhanced�WͲlike�events.

OPERA�identifies�W production�in�eventͲbyͲevent�basis.

376Pm

w/�~60%�of�data�analyzed
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θ12

•Well determined by solar ν 
experiments + KamLAND

• tan2θ12=0.436+0.029-0.025

• Next generation “middle-
baseline” reactor ν 
experiments aims ≤1% level
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FIG. 4: Allowed regions projected in the (tan2 !12, !m2
21) plane,

for solar and KamLAND data from the three-flavor oscillation anal-
ysis for (a) !13 free and (b) !13 constrained by accelerator and short-
baseline reactor neutrino experiments. The shaded regions are from
the combined analysis of the solar and KamLAND data. The side
panels show the !"2-profiles projected onto the tan2 !12 and !m2

21

axes.

by term (iv). Table II summarizes the systematic uncertainties
on !m2

21 and the expected event rate of reactor !e’s. The
overall rate uncertainties for Period 1 and for Periods 2 and 3
are 3.5% and 4.0%, respectively. Systematic uncertainties
are conservatively treated as being fully correlated across all
data taking periods. The penalty term (v) optionally provides
a constraint on the neutrino oscillation parameters from so-
lar [27–31], accelerator (T2K [6], MINOS [7]), and short-
baseline reactor neutrino experiments (Double Chooz [8],
Daya Bay [9], RENO [10]).
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FIG. 5: Ratio of the observed #e spectrum to the expectation for
no-oscillation versus L0/E for the KamLAND data. L0 = 180 km
is the flux-weighted average reactor baseline. The 3-# histogram is
the best-fit survival probability curve from the three-flavor unbinned
maximum-likelihood analysis using only the KamLAND data.

Figure 2 plots the time variation for the rates of reactor !e’s,
geo !e’s, and backgrounds for the three data taking periods,
assuming the best-fit oscillation parameters, and geo !e fluxes
from the reference model of [17]. Also drawn are the correla-
tions between the measured and expected best-fit event rates,
which should fit to a line with unit slope and zero offset in the
absence of geo !e’s. The vertical displacement of the trend
for events below 2.6 MeV is attributed to the contribution of
geo !e’s.

Figure 3 shows the prompt energy spectra of !e candidate
events for each period. The reduction of the 13C(", n)16O
background in Period 2 and of reactor !e’s in Period 3 can
clearly be seen. For the three-flavor KamLAND-only anal-
ysis (#2

osci = 0), the fit oscillation parameter values are
!m2

21 = 7.54+0.19
!0.18 ! 10!5 eV2, tan2 $12 = 0.481+0.092

!0.080,
and sin2 $13 = 0.010+0.033

!0.034. The contours are nearly symmet-
ric about tan2 $12 = 1, but the best-fit values for tan2 $12 > 1
are slightly disfavored over those for tan2 $12 < 1, with
!#2 = 0.8. Assuming CPT invariance, the oscillation pa-
rameter values from a combined analysis including constraints

TABLE II: Contributions to the systematic uncertainty in the neutrino
oscillation parameters !m2

21, !12, and !13 for the earlier / later pe-
riods of measurement, denoted in the text as Period 1 / Period 2 & 3.
The overall uncertainties are 3.5% / 4.0% for Period 1 / Period 2 & 3.

Detector-related (%) Reactor-related (%)
!m2

21 Energy scale 1.8 / 1.8 #e-spectra [32] 0.6 / 0.6

Rate Fiducial volume 1.8 / 2.5 #e-spectra [24] 1.4 / 1.4
Energy scale 1.1 / 1.3 Reactor power 2.1 / 2.1
Lcut(Ep) eff. 0.7 / 0.8 Fuel composition 1.0 / 1.0
Cross section 0.2 / 0.2 Long-lived nuclei 0.3 / 0.4
Total 2.3 / 3.0 Total 2.7 / 2.8
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for solar and KamLAND data from the three-flavor oscillation anal-
ysis for (a) !13 free and (b) !13 constrained by accelerator and short-
baseline reactor neutrino experiments. The shaded regions are from
the combined analysis of the solar and KamLAND data. The side
panels show the !"2-profiles projected onto the tan2 !12 and !m2
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axes.

by term (iv). Table II summarizes the systematic uncertainties
on !m2

21 and the expected event rate of reactor !e’s. The
overall rate uncertainties for Period 1 and for Periods 2 and 3
are 3.5% and 4.0%, respectively. Systematic uncertainties
are conservatively treated as being fully correlated across all
data taking periods. The penalty term (v) optionally provides
a constraint on the neutrino oscillation parameters from so-
lar [27–31], accelerator (T2K [6], MINOS [7]), and short-
baseline reactor neutrino experiments (Double Chooz [8],
Daya Bay [9], RENO [10]).
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FIG. 5: Ratio of the observed #e spectrum to the expectation for
no-oscillation versus L0/E for the KamLAND data. L0 = 180 km
is the flux-weighted average reactor baseline. The 3-# histogram is
the best-fit survival probability curve from the three-flavor unbinned
maximum-likelihood analysis using only the KamLAND data.

Figure 2 plots the time variation for the rates of reactor !e’s,
geo !e’s, and backgrounds for the three data taking periods,
assuming the best-fit oscillation parameters, and geo !e fluxes
from the reference model of [17]. Also drawn are the correla-
tions between the measured and expected best-fit event rates,
which should fit to a line with unit slope and zero offset in the
absence of geo !e’s. The vertical displacement of the trend
for events below 2.6 MeV is attributed to the contribution of
geo !e’s.

Figure 3 shows the prompt energy spectra of !e candidate
events for each period. The reduction of the 13C(", n)16O
background in Period 2 and of reactor !e’s in Period 3 can
clearly be seen. For the three-flavor KamLAND-only anal-
ysis (#2

osci = 0), the fit oscillation parameter values are
!m2

21 = 7.54+0.19
!0.18 ! 10!5 eV2, tan2 $12 = 0.481+0.092

!0.080,
and sin2 $13 = 0.010+0.033

!0.034. The contours are nearly symmet-
ric about tan2 $12 = 1, but the best-fit values for tan2 $12 > 1
are slightly disfavored over those for tan2 $12 < 1, with
!#2 = 0.8. Assuming CPT invariance, the oscillation pa-
rameter values from a combined analysis including constraints

TABLE II: Contributions to the systematic uncertainty in the neutrino
oscillation parameters !m2

21, !12, and !13 for the earlier / later pe-
riods of measurement, denoted in the text as Period 1 / Period 2 & 3.
The overall uncertainties are 3.5% / 4.0% for Period 1 / Period 2 & 3.

Detector-related (%) Reactor-related (%)
!m2

21 Energy scale 1.8 / 1.8 #e-spectra [32] 0.6 / 0.6

Rate Fiducial volume 1.8 / 2.5 #e-spectra [24] 1.4 / 1.4
Energy scale 1.1 / 1.3 Reactor power 2.1 / 2.1
Lcut(Ep) eff. 0.7 / 0.8 Fuel composition 1.0 / 1.0
Cross section 0.2 / 0.2 Long-lived nuclei 0.3 / 0.4
Total 2.3 / 3.0 Total 2.7 / 2.8

arXiv:1303.4667
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θ23

10

Combined Results

⇧ Marginal preference for inverted hier-
archy and lower octant

⇧ Normal Hierarchy
⇧ |�m2

32| = 2.37+0.09
�0.09 ⇥ 10�3eV2

⇧ 0.35 < sin2 ✓23 < 0.65 at 90% C.L.

⇧ Inverted Hierarchy
⇧ |�m2

32| = 2.41+0.12
�0.09 ⇥ 10�3eV2

⇧ 0.34 < sin2 ✓23 < 0.67 at 90% C.L.

Coelho, J. A. B. (Tufts) MINOS NuFact 2013 16.1/ 30
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FIG. 4. The 90% C.L. contour regions for sin2(2!23) and
|!m2

32| for the primary T2K analysis, are shown for octant 1
(solid) and octant 2 (dashed). The T2K 2011[2], SK[26], and
MINOS[5] 90% C.L. contours with di"erent flavor assump-
tions are shown for comparison.

on the 3.01! 1020 POT o!-axis beam exposure, has de-
termined, assuming octant 1(2), a best-fit mass splitting
of |"m2

32| = 2.44(2.44)! 10!3 eV2/c4 and mixing angle,
sin2(2!23) = 1.000(0.999). The results from either octant
assumption favor maximal mixing. We anticipate future
T2K data will improve our neutrino disappearance mea-
surements, and our own measurements combined with

other accelerator and reactor measurements will lead to
important constraints and more precise determinations
of the fundamental neutrino mixing parameters.
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• Super-K atm ν + 
accelerator (MINOS, T2K)

• Close to maximal mixing

• MINOS: slight deviation?

• More data from T2K 
(&NOνA) very interesting
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• All θij must be non-zero for CP violation in ν mixing

• θ23~45°

• θ12~34°

• θ13 was the key to open the door to the next stage

Motivation for θ13
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sin2θ12 sin2θ23 sin2θ13 cosθ13 sinδ

CP asymmetry depends on Jarlskog invariant
100th anniversary 

(mass hierarchy too)

δ: CP violationg complex phase
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θ13: International campaign

• Accelerator

• T2K(2009-)

• MINOS(2005-2012), 
NOνA(2013-)

• Eν~GeV,
Search for νμ→νe

“Appearance” exp.

• Reactor

• Double Chooz (2011-)

• RENO (2011-)

• Daya Bay(2012-)

• E~MeV, Search for νe→νx(x≠e)

“Disappearance” exp.

Worldwide efforts for measuring θ13
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Reactor θ13 experiment
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• Anti-neutrino signal by delayed coincidence

• Small disappearance effect:
systematic uncertainties needs to be <1%

• Improved detector design over past exp’ts

• Two detector configuration

~pure θ13 measurement
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Reactor experiments

15

13: Three on-going experiments 
 Experiment Power 

(GW) 
Baseline(m) 
Near/Far 

Detector(t) 
Near/Far 

Overburden 
(MWE) 
Near/Far 

Designed 
Sensitivity 
(90%CL) 

Daya Bay 17.4 470/576/1650 40//40/80 250/265/860 ~ 0.008 
Double 
Chooz 

8.5 400/1050 8.2/8.2 120/300 ~ 0.03 

Reno 16.5 409/1444 16/16 120/450 ~ 0.02 

Far 
Detect

or 

Near 
Detector 

Daya Bay Double Chooz Reno 
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Reactor latest results
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Double Chooz 
(Gd+H combined, EPS 2013, July)�

RENO 
(NuTel 2013, March)�

!  DC   sin22�13=0.109±0.035   FD-only, Rate+Shape, Gd+H 

!  Daya Bay  sin22�13=0.090+0.008
-0.009  FD+ND, Rate+Shape, Gd 

!  RENO  sin22�13=0.100±0.018   FD+ND, Rete-only, Gd 

Daya Bay 
(NuFact 2013, August)�

New results from Daya Bay  
Rate+Shape fit just delivered�

0.109±0.035 0.090+0.008-0.009 0.100±0.018

Precision already <10%!
(cf. θ23 error ~13%)

sin22θ13
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Long baseline experiment
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protons
π, π, π, π, Κ ν, ν, ν, ν 

oscillation

Intense beam Gigantic far detectorNear detector

295km

Statistics ↔ Intense beam & Gigantic detector
Systematics ↔ Off-axis beam, π production, Near Detectors
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Long baseline experiment

17

protons
π, π, π, π, Κ ν, ν, ν, ν 

oscillation

Intense beam Gigantic far detectorNear detector

295km

Statistics ↔ Intense beam & Gigantic detector
Systematics ↔ Off-axis beam, π production, Near Detectors

NA61@CERN

31GeV/c p+C ND280
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Tokai to Kamioka

• 295km baseline, ~0.6GeV off-axis νμ beam

• Commissioning from April 2009, physics run from 2010

• One of main goals is νμ→νe oscillation search

• P(νμ→νe) ~ sin2θ23sin22θ13sin2(Δm31L/4E) + ...

• 2.5σ indication in June 2011, 3.1σ evidence in 2012

T2K

18
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Definitive observation of νμ→νe

19

 

28 events (4.6±0.5BG) 7.5σ

First >5σ observation of appearance channel
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θ13 status

20

Daya Bay
RENO

Double Chooz

T2K

MINOS

Solar + KamLAND

0 0.1 0.2

1+��ѝ �
,+��ѝ �

1+��ѝ �
,+��ѝ �

sin2�ѡ13

arXiv:1303.4667

EPS-HEP 2013, Gd+H

NuTel 2013

NuFact 2013

EPS-HEP 2013

PRL 110, 171801 (2013)

Aug. 2013, MY

$VVXPLQJ�ѡ23 ���



NOW, we have 
entered to

“post-θ13” era.

No more “Xσ” needed for θ13. It’s there.
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Next goals

22

HKWG internal note ? 10-01

CP sensitivity study of Hyper-Kamiokande

Masashi Yokoyama

December 13, 2010
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where Cij , Sij , !ij are cos "ij , sin "ij , !m2
ijL/4E! , respectively, and a[eV2] = 7.56 #

10!5 # #[g/cm3] # E! [GeV ].

1

CP violating (flips sign for ν)
Leading term (θ13)

Solar

Matter effect

Yet unknown parameters (known unknown)

•Mass hierarchy (sign of Δm232)
• (θ23-π/4) = 0? +? -? (octant)
•CP phase δ

Accessible via sub-leading terms in 3-flavor oscillation
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NOνA is starting up

23

Far Detector Progress 

S. Dixon 

NOvA Far Detector Assembly Progress The Intensity Frontier 

M
ay 21, 2013 

July 1, 2013 

Block Installed 

Block Filled 

Status Date: 02SEP13 

July 1, 2012 

April 12, 2013 

April  25, 2013 

M
ay 13, 2013 

Block 20 Assembly Progress 
60% Complete 

Block 14 Fill Progress 
56% Complete 

M
ay 24, 2013 

2 3 4 5 6 8 
14 

27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 13 12 11 10 9 
0 

7 
1 

M
ay 21, 2013 

Block Instrumented 
Instrumentation Progress 
Di-Block 3: 8.3% Complete 

 

June 12, 2013 

June 27, 2013 

June 18, 2013 

July 3, 2013 

14 kilotons = 28 NOvA Blocks 
20 blocks of PVC modules are assembled and installed in place 

14.56 blocks are filled with liquid scintillator 
4.17 blocks are outfitted with electronics 

July 15, 2013 

July 22, 2013 

July 26, 2013 

August 6, 2013 

August 8, 2013 

August 21, 2013 

August 23, 2013 

Jonathan'Paley,'ANL'HEP'Division 6

The NuMI Off-Axis νe Appearance (NOνA) Experiment

Ash River, MN

14 kton, 810 km, 
14 mrad off-axis

Existing NuMI 
Beam from FNAL
Upgrade from 360 kW to 
700 kW in progress

‣ Goals:
‣ Observe νμ → νe  and measure 

the mixing angle θ13 .
‣ Resolution of the neutrino 

mass hierarchy 
‣ Search for CP violation in the 

neutrino sector
‣ Determine the octant of θ23

‣ Improved measurements of 
sin2(2θ23) to within a few 
percent.

Nearly identical ~300 
ton detector located at 
FNAL, 14 mrad off-axis 
& 1 km from source will 
measure ν spectrum 
before oscillations 
occur.

Jonathan'Paley,'ANL'HEP'Division

NOνA Far Detector Commissioning

17

‣ Event display with 1st 4 blocks 
instrumented

‣ cosθ distribution from first two 
blocks, 30 min. live time

‣ Energy loss w.r.t. distance from 
end of  track for stopping muons 
(> 2m)

NuMI beamline starting up after 
shutdown for acc. upgrade

Partial far detector (2kton) taking data
Full detector in early 2014

Cosmic data in NOνA far detector

(&MINOS+)
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T2K�CP�violation�(sinɷт0)�sensitivity

IH

100%�QͲmode���������������������������������50%:50%�QͲmode:CQͲmode

NH

No�sys.�error

Simultaneously�fitting�QP disappearance�and�Qe appearance�data
Use�sin22T13 constraint�by�reactor�experiment�T2K sensitivity to CP asymmetry

7.8×1021POT
total

θ23 is important!

Near future: T2K and NOνA

24

A.�Waldron,�EPS�HEP2013

NOvA sensitivity�
in�case�running�3�years�in�QͲmode
and�3�years�in�CQͲmode.
sin22T13=0.095,�sin22T23=1.00

NOTE!��Sensitivities�for�CP�G and�
MH�are�significantly�increased�by�
combining�T2K(L=295km)�and�
NOvA(L=819km)

Mass�Hierarchy�

CP�violation�

NOνA sensitivity

3σ

1σ

Normal 
MH

Inverted 
MH

Combination of experiments (incl. precise θ13 from reactor)
can enhance sensitivities

→ Possibility to see hint of CP violation!

A.Ichikawa, EPS-HEP13
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Needs for precision
• Systematic uncertainties will be more important in 

precision measurements

• Neutrino cross section, neutrino flux, ...

•We learn a lot from ongoing program (real data) 
to make future projects better

25

Predicted number of events and 
systematic uncertaintiesy

The predicted number of 
events distribution

Predicted # of events w/ 6.4㽢1020 POT

Ȟe signal 0.38                   16.42
Event category sin22ș13=0.0       sin22ș13=0.1

Ȟe background
Ȟȝ background (mainly NCʌ0)
Ȟȝ + Ȟe background
T t l 4 64 20 44

3.17                     2.93
0.89                     0.89
0.20                     0.19

4.64±0.52
sin22θ13=0.0

Total (w/ 2012 flux & 
cross section parameters) (5.15)                 (21.77)

Total 4.64                   20.44

Systematic uncertainties 20 400

SKで期待される
事象数の確率分布

Beam flux + Ȟ int.
w/ND constraint

4.9 %                  3.0 %   

Error source sin22ș13=0.0       sin22ș13=0.1

20.44±1.80
sin22θ13=0.1

Total 11.1 %                 8.8 %

Ȟ int. (from other exp.)
Far detector 

(13 0 %) (9 9 %)

6.7 %                  7.5 %   
7.3 %                  3.5 %   (+FSI+SI+PN)

Total (2012)

13

Systematic uncertainties are reduced from 2012, due to improvements for near detector 
analysis：new selection (CCQE/1pi/other), improved reconstruction, finer binning

(13.0 %)              (9.9 %)Total (2012) 40200SKでの期待値誤差：4.64×0.111=±0.52 20.44×0.088=±1.80

T.IshidaT.Ishida(J(J--PARC center/KEK)PARC center/KEK)

y ( Q p ), p , g
Current analysis with ND constraint predicts consistent number of events compared to 2012 
within its systematic uncertainties

2525KEK Seminar,  Kobayashi Hall (KEK) KEK Seminar,  Kobayashi Hall (KEK) –– Lecture Hall (JAEA), 19th July  2013Lecture Hall (JAEA), 19th July  2013

T2K systematics in 2013
Further improvement 

ongoing!

Jorge G. Morfín - Fermilab 2!

What is nuSTORM?!
Neutrinos from Stored Muons – Alan Bross Presentation on Saturday!
  High-Precision ν interaction physics program.  !

  νe and νe cross-section measurements."

  Address the large Δm2 oscillation regime, make a major contribution !
!to the study of sterile neutrinos.!

  Either allow for precision study (in many !
!channels), if they exist in this regime.!

  Or greatly expand the dis-allowed region.!

  Provide a technology test demonstration ( µ decay ring) and µ beam 
diagnostics test bed.  !

  Provide a precisely understood ν beam for detector studies.!

  Change the conception of the neutrino factory."
!
!

2!
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Future projects (1)

26

K Clark - NuFACT 2013

• 9.28 GeV Neutrino, 4.9 GeV 
muon, 4.5 GeV cascade

IceCube + DeepCore

Improvement with PINGU

IceCube + DeepCore + PINGU
15

PINGU

29 

RENO-50
Option 1: no steel tank 

 No more interference 
 “Easy”  for  PMT  holding 
 Water replaces oil buffer 
cheap 

 Difficulties: 
 Larger pressure difference for the 

acrylic tank. 

14 

Buffer  H2O 

PMT support Structure 

JUNO (Daya Bay 2)

ICAL/INO

• Several approaches 
proposed for mass 
hierarchy determination

• Atmospheric

• Reactor

• Supernovae

• Double β decays
(see later)
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Future projects (2)

27

T. Ishida
J-PARC

KEK T2HK: Future LBL plan using J-PARC

Ver. 2 [Aug.21] Nufact2013, IHEP, Beijing, China, 19th – 24th August 2013 4

⇒LoI: The Hyper-Kamiokande Experiment
http://arxiv.org/abs/1109.3262

EPS-HEP 2013 A. Rubbia – Future neutrino programme

CERN%

PROTVINO%

PYHÄSALMI%

FREJUS%

LNGS%

CNGS

CN2PY

LAGUNA-LBNO: sites overview

14

CN2PY&(Pyhäsalmi)&
!  Ini$al':'beam'from'SPS'(500kW'6'750kW)&
!  Long'term:'LP7SPL&+&HP7PS&7&>2MW&

CNGS%&%Umbria%
!  Beam%from%SPS%(500kW)%
!  No%near%detector%

possibility%

CN2FR&(Fréjus)&
!  HP0SPL&+&accumulator&

(5&GeV&–&4&MW)&

• Option 1: Pyhäsalmi mine (privately 
owned), 4000 m.w.e overburden, 
excellent infrastructure for deep 
underground access

• Option 2: Fréjus, nearby road tunnel, 
4800 m.w.e. overburden, horizontal access

• Option 3: Umbria (LNGS extension), 
green site with horizontal access, 
2000 m.w.e., CNGS off-axis beam

• Protons and beams:
- Design of new CERN conventional 

neutrino beam to Finland (CN2PY)
Baseline = 2300 km

- Upgrades of CERN SPS to 700kW
- New CERN HP-PS (2MW@50 GeV)
- Recently: assessment of a new 

conventional beam coupled to 
accelerator upgrade at Protvino, Russia 
(OMEGA project) – Baseline = 1160 km

Three far sites considered in details arXiv:1003.1921 [hep-ph]

!9"
!"#$%&'%()#*$+)#,-./012.&3#$%1.2#4.5016&)#!$+7898)#9:#;#9<#40=0>?01#7898)#$%1.2)##@1%-=0#

!9"
!"#$%&'%()#*$+)#,-./012.&3#$%1.2#4.5016&)#!$+7898)#9:#;#9<#40=0>?01#7898)#$%1.2)##@1%-=0#

A. Rubbia CHIPP Plenary

MEMPHYS 

500 kton water 

GLACIER 

100 kton liquid argon 

LENA 

50 kt scintillator 

 70 m 

• Three techniques proposed (approx. drawn to scale)

Detectors considered in LAGUNA

• Water 
Cerenkov 

[MEMPHYS]
• Liquid 

scintillator 
[LENA]

• Liquid Argon 
TPC 

[GLACIER]

IHEP complex Protvino
• 70 GeV (450kW)

• Detector options: 20, 50, 100 kton LAr; 50 kton LSc 
and 540 kton WCD

14Saturday, July 20, 13

S. Zeller, Lepton/Photon, 06/27/13 

•  broad band beam (ν, ν ) 
     - want to measure the spectrum of ν’s  
       across largest possible dynamic range 

     - 700 kW beam initially, 2.3MW capable 

LBNE 
40 

1300km 
Fermilab 

•  ingredients for success: 
•  optimized baseline 
  - 1300km is ideal for this physics 

ν%

SURF 
•  Liquid Argon TPC 
   - very low bkgs, high ε over broad Eν%
     - goal: 34 kton fiducial volume 

US

EUJapan

LBNE

LAGUNA-LBNOHyper-Kamiokande

LBNE+LBNO
=LBNx?

• Future long baseline experiments are major 
part of world wide HEP program

• Huge underground far detector enables 
additional, rich physics program

• Proton decay, astrophysical ν, ..

• Intense R&D for new detectors

• Two complementary technologies

• Water Cherenkov & LAr TPC
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Outlook: ν mixing&CP

•We have clear goals and exciting programs for future

• Yet be open to new, unexpected discovery!

• There is still plenty of room for “unexpected” in neutrino

• It took decades to identify the source of CP violation in 
quark sector after CPV discovery in neutral kaon.

• Almost no information on CPV in lepton sector, so far!

• History tells us “common belief” can be completely 
wrong (almost always with neutrino!?)

• It is important (essential) to have more than one 
experiments/techniques for definite discovery

• More idea may emerge in future, as we go on
28



Neutrino mass
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Approaches to absolute ν mass

30

β decay
end point

ν-less double 
β decay 

Cosmology

Observable (∑mνi|Uei|2)1/2 |∑mνiUei2| ∑mνi

Present limit ~2 eV ~0.2eV <1eV

Future 
sensitivity 0.2 eV ≲0.02 eV ≲0.1 eV

Model 
dependence No☺ Yes☹ Yes☹

KamLAND-Zen
KamLAND-Zen

KamLANDを使うメリット
- 稼働中の装置：相対的に低コストで迅速に開始可能

- 液体シンチレータの純化、ミニバルーンの換装も可能

原子炉・地球反ニュートリノ
観測の継続

 カムランド液体シンチレータ
　ドデカン               80%
　プソイドクメン    20%
　PPO                     1.36 g/liter

136Xe含有液体シンチレータを
用いた二重ベータ崩壊探索

320 kg 
Xe loaded

Zero Neutrino Double Beta

 キセノン含有液体シンチレータ
　ドデカン               82%
　プソイドクメン    18%
　PPO                       2.7 g/liter
　キセノン                2.44 wt%

- 巨大かつ清浄：外部放射線が問題とならない

低バックグラウンドでの２重ベータ崩壊探索

Visible Energy (MeV)
1 2 3 4

Ev
en

ts
/0

.0
5M

eV

-110

1

10

210

310

410

510 (a) DS-1 + DS-2 U Series238

Th Series232

Bi210

Kr85

Bi208

Y88

Ag110m

External BG
Spallation

Data
Total

ββνXe 2136

Total
 U.L.)ββν(0

ββνXe 0136

(90% C.L. U.L.)

PRL, 110, 062502 (2013)89.5kg･yr

原子炉停止時の地球ニュートリノデータ

拡大も容易（数トンのXeにも対応可能）

原子炉ニュートリノ観測の継続 arXiv:1303.4667
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Neutrino mass limit

31

without near detector (i.e., KamLAND, CHOOZ and
Double Chooz data in this work), with very small effects
on the global fit. For the sake of precision, we remark
that the values in Table I refer to our fit using the old
normalization for KamLAND, CHOOZ and Double
Chooz. By using the new normalization, the only notice-
able effects would be the following overall shifts, with
respect to the numbers in Table I: !sin2!12=10

!1’"0:05
and !sin2!13=10

!2 ’ "0:08 (i.e., at the level of#1=3 of a
standard deviation).

Let us now discuss the interplay of oscillation and non-
oscillation data. The constraints in Table I induce strong
covariances among the three main observables which are
sensitive to the absolute masses, namely, m", m"" and "

(see [44,45] for notation). Figure 4 shows such covariances
in terms of 2# constraints (bands) in the planes charted by
any couple of the absolute mass observables. As compared
to previous results [44,45], the bands in the $m";"% plane
of Fig. 4 are narrower, due to the higher accuracy reached
in the determination of all the oscillation parameters. Note
that, in principle, precise measurements of $m";"% in the
sub-eV range (where the bands for NH and IH branch out)
could determine the mass spectrum hierarchy. In the two
lower panels of Fig. 4, there remains a large vertical spread
in the allowed slanted bands, as a result of the unknown
Majorana phases in them"" components, which may inter-
fere either constructively (upper part of each band) or
destructively (lower part of each band). In principle, precise
data in either the $m""; m"% plane or the $m"";"% plane
might thus provide constraints on the Majorana phases.
Progress in constraining the neutrino mass and mixing

parameters will hopefully lead to a deeper understanding of
their origin. Theoretical options range from ‘‘accidental’’
parameter values with no special significance or structure
[46] to ‘‘special’’ values pointing towards underlying sym-
metries [47], just to name a few possibilities in the vast
literature on models. Precision measurements of neutrinos
masses, mixings and phases will provide valuable informa-
tion to narrow this wide theoretical spectrum.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a global analysis of neutrino oscil-
lation data, including recent, high-precision measurements
of the neutrino mixing angle !13 at reactor experiments
(which have confirmed previous indications in favor of
!13 > 0 [5,13]) and updated data released at the Neutrino
2012 conference [2]. We have explored the current corre-
lations between the mixing parameters sin2!13 and sin

2!23,
as well as between sin2!13 and the CP-violation phase $.
We have found some interesting indications in favor of
!23 < %=4 (at & 3# in NH and & 2# in IH), as well as
possible hints of $# %, but no significant difference
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FIG. 4 (color online). Constraints induced by oscillation data
(at 2# level) in the planes charted by any two among the absolute
mass observables m" (effective electron neutrino mass), m""

(effective Majorana mass), and" (sum of neutrino masses). Blue
(red) bands refer to normal (inverted) hierarchy.

TABLE I. Results of the global 3& oscillation analysis, in terms of best-fit values and allowed
1, 2 and 3# ranges for the 3& mass-mixing parameters. We remind that !m2 is defined herein as
m2

3 ! $m2
1 "m2

2%=2, with "!m2 for NH and !!m2 for IH.

Parameter Best fit 1# range 2# range 3# range

$m2=10!5 eV2 (NH or IH) 7.54 7.32–7.80 7.15–8.00 6.99–8.18
sin2!12=10

!1 (NH or IH) 3.07 2.91–3.25 2.75–3.42 2.59–3.59
!m2=10!3 eV2 (NH) 2.43 2.33–2.49 2.27–2.55 2.19–2.62
!m2=10!3 eV2 (IH) 2.42 2.31–2.49 2.26–2.53 2.17–2.61
sin2!13=10

!2 (NH) 2.41 2.16–2.66 1.93–2.90 1.69–3.13
sin2!13=10

!2 (IH) 2.44 2.19–2.67 1.94–2.91 1.71–3.15
sin2!23=10

!1 (NH) 3.86 3.65–4.10 3.48–4.48 3.31–6.37
sin2!23=10

!1 (IH) 3.92 3.70–4.31 3:53–4:84 & 5:43–6:41 3.35–6.63
$=% (NH) 1.08 0.77–1.36 ' ' ' ' ' '
$=% (IH) 1.09 0.83–1.47 ' ' ' ' ' '

GLOBAL ANALYSIS OF NEUTRINO MASSES, MIXINGS, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 86, 013012 (2012)

013012-7

Plot from PRD 86, 013012 (2012)

Mainz&Troisk

0νββ:
KamLAND-Zen, 
EXO, GERDA

CMB
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Direct ν mass measurement

•Weak decay kinematics

• Single β decay (3H, 187Re,)

• Electron capture (163Ho, )

• Assume only energy/momentum conservation

• Large statistics + very precise
energy measurement
required to go 
beyond current limit
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KATRIN
KArlsruhe TRItium Neutrino experiment

• Large electrostatic spectrometer with gaseous 3H 
source (Q=18.6keV)

• Expected sensitivity

• mν < 0.2 eV @ 90%CL, 0.3 eV @ 3σ
33
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KATRIN status

• Spectrometer commissioning started this year

• BG suppression techniques to be tested

• Tritium source and transport being built

• Start data taking 2014/2015

34

``First Light”

First time pre-spectrometer, main 
spectrometer, and detector are all 
connected.

First electrons in this combined 
system now recorded.

Background at 1 Hz, appears to be 
radon-dominated.  

Will be reduced when cold baffles & 
screening potential are applied.

Commissioning program of the main 
spectrometer well underway!
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0νββ 崩壊の検出
n p
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2νββ 
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軽いニュートリノ交換過程

�m���2

ニュートリノ有効質量
(素粒子物理)

位相空間因子

核行列要素
(原子核物理)

崩壊率
�m��� �

�����
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i=1

U2
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他にもマヨロン・超対称性粒子・右巻き
カレントなどが寄与する可能性

ニュートリノ有効質量

崩壊振幅
~

136Xe
136Cs

136Ba

β崩壊
ββ崩壊

2.46 MeV

×

・放出される電子の最大エネルギー : 約１．５MeV 
・求めたい曲率半径        : ５ｃｍくらい 

𝐸 = 𝐾 +𝑚𝑐 = (𝑝𝑐) +(𝑚𝑐 )  

𝑝𝑐 ＝ １．４２MeV 

𝑩 = 𝒑𝒄
𝒒𝒄𝑹 𝑩 =   ０．１T   

ββ崩壊で期待される 
エネルギースペクトル 

磁石への要請 

検出器内で、 
０．１Tの磁場強度を約２０％程度の一様さで保つ 

Double β decays

• 2νββ: allowed in Standard Model

• Second order weak interaction

• 0νββ: clear sign of BSM, if observed

• Violates lepton number ΔL=2

• Evidence for Majorana nature 
of neutrino

35

(Z,A) → (Z+2,A)+2e-+2ν

(Z,A) → (Z+2,A)+2e-

[T1/2
0ν ]−1 = G0ν (Qββ ,Z ) M

0ν 2
mββ

2

Phase space factor
Nuclear Matrix Element

Effective neutrino mass
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0νββ limits

36

Nucleus Experiment Exposure 
(kg·year)

T0ν1/2 limit 
(yr) 90%CL <mββ> (eV)

48Ca ELEGANT VI 0.025 >5.8×1022 <3.5-22

76Ge
Heidelberg-Moscow 35.5 >1.9×1025 <0.2-0.32*

76Ge
GERDA 21.6 >3.0×1025 <0.2-0.4

82Se NEMO-3 4.2 >3.2×1023 <0.8-1.4
96Zr NEMO-3 0.031 >9.2×1021 <9.3-13.7

100Mo NEMO-3 31.2 >1.0×1024 <0.4-0.7
116Cd Solotvina 0.14 >1.7×1023 <1.2-2.2
128Te Geochemical – >7.7×1024 <0.7-1.2
130Te CUORICINO 19.75 >2.8×1024 <0.44-0.81

136Xe
KamLAND-Zen 89.5 >1.9×1025 <0.16-0.33

136Xe
EXO-200 32.5 >1.6×1025 <0.16-0.33

150Nd NEMO-3 0.093 >1.8×1022 <4.0-6.3
*part of the group claims a finite value
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FIG. 4: MS (top) and SS (bottom) energy spectra. The
best fit line (solid blue) is shown. The background com-
ponents are 2!"" (grey region), 40K (dotted orange), 60Co
(dotted dark blue), 222Rn in the cryostat-lead air-gap (long-
dashed green), 238U in the TPC vessel (dotted black), 232Th
in the TPC vessel (dotted magenta), 214Bi on the cathode
(long-dashed cyan), 222Rn outside of the field cage (dotted
dark cyan), 222Rn in active xenon (long-dashed brown), 135Xe
(long-dashed blue) and 54Mn (dotted brown). The last bin on
the right includes overflows (none in the SS spectrum).
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FIG. 5: Energy spectra in the 136Xe Q!! region for MS (top)
and SS (bottom) events. The 1 (2)# regions around Q!! are
shown by solid (dashed) vertical lines. The 0!"" PDF from
the fit is not visible. The fit results have the same meaning
as in Figure 4.

loss of e!ciency for !- and "-like events. Cosmic-ray in-
duced backgrounds are removed using three time-based
cuts. Events preceded by a veto hit within 25ms are re-
moved (0.58% dead time). Events occurring within 60 s
after a muon track in the TPC are also eliminated (5.0%
dead time). Finally, any two events that occur within 1 s
of each other are removed (3.3% dead time). The combi-
nation of all three cuts incurs a total dead time of 8.6%.
The last cut, combined with the requirement that only
one scintillation event per frame is observed, removes "-
# decay coincidences due to the time correlated decay
of the 222Rn daughters 214Bi and 214Po. Alpha spectro-
scopic analysis finds 360±65 µBq of 222Rn in the enrLXe,
that is constant in time.
The SS and MS low background spectra are shown in

Figure 4. Primarily due to bremsstrahlung, a fraction
of "" events are MS. The MC simulation predicts that
82.5% of 0$"" events are SS. Using a maximum like-
lihood estimator, the SS and MS spectra are simultane-
ously fit with PDFs of the 2$"" and 0$"" of 136Xe along
with PDFs of various backgrounds. Background models
were developed for various components of the detector.
Results of the material screen campaign, conducted dur-
ing construction, provide the normalization for the mod-
els. The contributions of the various background com-
ponents to the 0$"" and 2$"" signal regions were esti-
mated using a previous generation of the detector simula-
tion [8]. For the reported exposure, components found to
contribute < 0.2 counts (0$"") and < 50 counts (2$""),
respectively, were not included in the fit. For the current
exposure, the background model treats the activity of the
222Rn in the air-gap between the cryostat and the lead
shielding as a surrogate for all 238U-like activities exter-
nal to the cryostat, because of their degenerate spectral
shapes and/or small contributions. A possible energy o"-
set and the resolution of the !-like spectra are parameters
in the fit and are constrained by the results of the source
calibrations. The fraction of events that are classified
as SS for each of the !-like PDFs is constrained within
±8.5% of the value predicted by MC. This uncertainty
is set by the largest such deviation measured with the
source calibration spectra. The SS fractions for "- and
""-like events are also constrained in the fit to within
±8.5% of the MC predicted value. As a cross-check, the
constraint on the 2$"" SS fraction is released in a sep-
arate fit of the low background data. The SS fraction is
found to agree within 5.8% of the value predicted by the
MC simulation.
The "" energy scale is a free parameter in the fit, so

that it is constrained by the 2$"" spectrum. The fit re-
ports a scale factor of 0.995 ± 0.004. The uncertainty is
inflated to ± 0.006 as a result of an independent study of
the possible energy scale di"erences between !- and ""-
like energy deposits. The 2$"" PDF is produced using
the Fermi function calculation given in [16]. Tests using
a slightly di"erent spectral form [17] were performed and

Recent progress: Xe
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TPC Schematics - 8kV!Charge collection!
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The EXO-200 time projection 
chamber uses both scintillation 
and ionization signals to fully 
reconstruct energy depositions 
inside liquid xenon  

Event topology is a powerful 
tool not only for gamma 
background rejection, but also 
for signal discovery.   

EXO-200: Liquid Xe TPC
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KamLAND-Zen

enrXe loaded LS in 
a mini-balloon

KamLAND
Zero Neutrino 

double beta decay search

~320kg 90% enriched 136Xe installed so far
615 kg in hand

9m

6.5m

1.5m

-Zen

Good features of using KamLAND
 ● running detector 
　　→ relatively low cost and quick start

 ● huge and clean (1200m3, U: 3.5x10-18 g/g, Th: 5.2x10-17)
　　→ negligible external gamma

　　(Xe and mini-balloon need to be clean)

 ● Xe-LS can be purified, mini-balloon replaceable
    if necessary, with relatively low cost
　　→ highly scalable (up to several tons of Xe)

 ● No escape or invisible energy from β, γ
　　→ BG identification relatively easy

 ● anti-neutrino observation continues
　　→ geo-neutrino w/o japanese reactors

1

T1/2
= G0⌫ |M0⌫ |2hm��i2

hm��i = |⌃mi|Uei|2✏i|
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impurities in the Xe-LS; those from muon-induced spalla-
tion products; and those external to the Xe-LS, mainly
from the IB material. The U and Th contaminations in
the Xe-LS can be investigated by the delayed coincidence
detection of 214Bi-214Po and 212Bi-212Po. Assuming secular
equilibrium, the 238U and 232Th concentrations are esti-
mated to be !1:3" 0:2# $ 10%16 g=g and !1:8" 0:1# $
10%15 g=g, respectively. The 238U level reported in
Ref. [2] was overestimated due to slight contamination of
222Rn in early data, which can be removed. To allow for the
possibility of decay chain nonequilibrium, however, the
Bi-Po measurements are used to constrain only the rates for
the 222Rn-210Pb subchain of the 238U series and the
228Th-208Pb subchain of the 232Th series, while other back-
ground rates in both series as well as a contribution from
85Kr are left unconstrained.

Spallation neutrons are captured mainly on protons
(2.225 MeV) and 12C (4.946 MeV) in organic scintillator
components, and only rarely on 136Xe (4.026 MeV) and
134Xe (6.364 MeV), with fractions of the total captures,
9:5$ 10%4 and 9:4$ 10%5, respectively, for the latter
two. The neutron capture product 137Xe (!%, " &
5:5 min , Q & 4:17 MeV) is a potential background,
but its expected rate is negligible in the current 0#!!
search. For carbon spallation products, we expect event
rates of 1:11" 0:28 !ton ' day#%1 and !2:11" 0:44# $
10%2 !ton ' day#%1 from 11C (!(, " & 29:4 min , Q &
1:98 MeV) and 10C (!(, " & 27:8 s, Q & 3:65 MeV),
respectively. There are no past experimental data for
muon spallation of Xe, but background from short-lived
products of Xe with lifetimes of less than 100 s is con-
strained from the study of muon time-correlated events [2].

By looking at events near the IB radius, we found that
the IB, which was fabricated 100 km from the Fukushima-I
reactor, was contaminated by fallout from the Fukushima
nuclear accident in March 2011 [2]. The dominant activ-
ities from this fallout are 134Cs (!( $’s) and 137Cs
(0.662 MeV $), but they do not generate background in
the energy region 2:2<E< 3:0 MeV relevant to the 136Xe
0#!! decay search (i.e., the 0#!! window). In this
region, the dominant IB contaminant is 214Bi (!( $’s)
from the U decay chain. The Cs and U are not distributed
uniformly on the IB film. Rather, their activity appears to
increase proportionally with the area of the film welding
lines. This indicates that the dominant IB backgrounds may
have been introduced during the welding process from dust
containing both natural U and Fukushima fallout contam-
inants. The activity of the 214Bi on the IB drives the
spherical fiducial radius in the analysis.

In the combined DS-1 and DS-2 data set, a peak can also
be observed in the IB backgrounds located in the 0#!!
window on top of the 214Bi contribution, similar in energy
to the peak found within the fiducial volume. To explore
this activity we performed two-dimensional fits in R and
energy, assuming that the only contributions on the IB are

from 214Bi and 110mAg. Floating the rates from background
sources uniformly distributed in the Xe-LS, the fit results
for the 214Bi and 110mAg event rates on the IB are
19:0" 1:8 day%1 and 3:3" 0:4 day%1, respectively, for
DS-1, and 15:2" 2:3 day%1 and 2:2" 0:4 day%1 for
DS-2. The 214Bi rates are consistent between DS-1 and
DS-2 given the different fiducial volume selection, while
the 110mAg rates are consistent with the decay time of
this isotope. The rejection efficiencies of the FV cut
R< 1:35 m against 214Bi and 110mAg on the IB are
(96:8" 0:3) and (93:8" 0:7)%, respectively, where the
uncertainties include the uncertainty in the IB position.
The energy spectra of selected candidate events for DS-1

and DS-2 are shown in Fig. 1. The !! decay rates are
estimated from a likelihood fit to the binned energy spec-
trum between 0.5 and 4.8 MeV for each data set. The
background rates described above are floated but con-
strained by their estimated values, as are the detector
energy response model parameters. As discussed in
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FIG. 1 (color). (a) Energy spectrum of selected candidate
events together with the best-fit backgrounds and 2#!! decays,
and the 90% C.L. upper limit for 0#!! decays, for the combined
data from DS-1 and DS-2; the fit range is 0:5<E< 4:8 MeV.
(b) Closeup of (a) for 2:2<E< 3:0 MeV after subtracting
known background contributions.
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impurities in the Xe-LS; those from muon-induced spalla-
tion products; and those external to the Xe-LS, mainly
from the IB material. The U and Th contaminations in
the Xe-LS can be investigated by the delayed coincidence
detection of 214Bi-214Po and 212Bi-212Po. Assuming secular
equilibrium, the 238U and 232Th concentrations are esti-
mated to be !1:3" 0:2# $ 10%16 g=g and !1:8" 0:1# $
10%15 g=g, respectively. The 238U level reported in
Ref. [2] was overestimated due to slight contamination of
222Rn in early data, which can be removed. To allow for the
possibility of decay chain nonequilibrium, however, the
Bi-Po measurements are used to constrain only the rates for
the 222Rn-210Pb subchain of the 238U series and the
228Th-208Pb subchain of the 232Th series, while other back-
ground rates in both series as well as a contribution from
85Kr are left unconstrained.

Spallation neutrons are captured mainly on protons
(2.225 MeV) and 12C (4.946 MeV) in organic scintillator
components, and only rarely on 136Xe (4.026 MeV) and
134Xe (6.364 MeV), with fractions of the total captures,
9:5$ 10%4 and 9:4$ 10%5, respectively, for the latter
two. The neutron capture product 137Xe (!%, " &
5:5 min , Q & 4:17 MeV) is a potential background,
but its expected rate is negligible in the current 0#!!
search. For carbon spallation products, we expect event
rates of 1:11" 0:28 !ton ' day#%1 and !2:11" 0:44# $
10%2 !ton ' day#%1 from 11C (!(, " & 29:4 min , Q &
1:98 MeV) and 10C (!(, " & 27:8 s, Q & 3:65 MeV),
respectively. There are no past experimental data for
muon spallation of Xe, but background from short-lived
products of Xe with lifetimes of less than 100 s is con-
strained from the study of muon time-correlated events [2].

By looking at events near the IB radius, we found that
the IB, which was fabricated 100 km from the Fukushima-I
reactor, was contaminated by fallout from the Fukushima
nuclear accident in March 2011 [2]. The dominant activ-
ities from this fallout are 134Cs (!( $’s) and 137Cs
(0.662 MeV $), but they do not generate background in
the energy region 2:2<E< 3:0 MeV relevant to the 136Xe
0#!! decay search (i.e., the 0#!! window). In this
region, the dominant IB contaminant is 214Bi (!( $’s)
from the U decay chain. The Cs and U are not distributed
uniformly on the IB film. Rather, their activity appears to
increase proportionally with the area of the film welding
lines. This indicates that the dominant IB backgrounds may
have been introduced during the welding process from dust
containing both natural U and Fukushima fallout contam-
inants. The activity of the 214Bi on the IB drives the
spherical fiducial radius in the analysis.

In the combined DS-1 and DS-2 data set, a peak can also
be observed in the IB backgrounds located in the 0#!!
window on top of the 214Bi contribution, similar in energy
to the peak found within the fiducial volume. To explore
this activity we performed two-dimensional fits in R and
energy, assuming that the only contributions on the IB are

from 214Bi and 110mAg. Floating the rates from background
sources uniformly distributed in the Xe-LS, the fit results
for the 214Bi and 110mAg event rates on the IB are
19:0" 1:8 day%1 and 3:3" 0:4 day%1, respectively, for
DS-1, and 15:2" 2:3 day%1 and 2:2" 0:4 day%1 for
DS-2. The 214Bi rates are consistent between DS-1 and
DS-2 given the different fiducial volume selection, while
the 110mAg rates are consistent with the decay time of
this isotope. The rejection efficiencies of the FV cut
R< 1:35 m against 214Bi and 110mAg on the IB are
(96:8" 0:3) and (93:8" 0:7)%, respectively, where the
uncertainties include the uncertainty in the IB position.
The energy spectra of selected candidate events for DS-1

and DS-2 are shown in Fig. 1. The !! decay rates are
estimated from a likelihood fit to the binned energy spec-
trum between 0.5 and 4.8 MeV for each data set. The
background rates described above are floated but con-
strained by their estimated values, as are the detector
energy response model parameters. As discussed in
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FIG. 1 (color). (a) Energy spectrum of selected candidate
events together with the best-fit backgrounds and 2#!! decays,
and the 90% C.L. upper limit for 0#!! decays, for the combined
data from DS-1 and DS-2; the fit range is 0:5<E< 4:8 MeV.
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TABLE I. Parameters for the three data sets with and with-
out the pulse shape discrimination (PSD). “bkg” is the num-
ber of events in the 230 keV window and BI the respective
background index, calculated as bkg/(E · 230 keV). “cts” is
the observed number of events in the interval Q��±5 keV.

data set E [kg·yr] h✏i bkg BI †) cts
without PSD
golden 17.9 0.688± 0.031 76 18±2 5
silver 1.3 0.688± 0.031 19 63+16

�14 1
BEGe 2.4 0.720± 0.018 23 42+10

�8 1
with PSD
golden 17.9 0.619+0.044

�0.070 45 11±2 2
silver 1.3 0.619+0.044

�0.070 9 30+11
�9 1

BEGe 2.4 0.663± 0.022 3 5+4
�3 0

†) in units of 10�3 cts/(keV·kg·yr).

Seven events are observed in the range Q�� ± 5 keV
before the PSD, to be compared to 5.1 ± 0.5 expected
background counts. No excess of events beyond the ex-
pected background is observed in any of the three data
sets. This interpretation is strengthened by the pulse
shape analysis. Of the six events from the semi-coaxial
detectors, three are classified as SSE by ANN, consistent
with the expectation. Five of the six events have the
same classification by at least one other PSD method.
The event in the BEGe data set is rejected by the A/E
cut. No events remain within Q�� ± �E after PSD. All
results quoted in the following are obtained with PSD.

To derive the signal strength N0⌫ and a frequentist
coverage interval, a profile likelihood fit of the three data
sets is performed. The fitted function consists of a con-
stant term for the background and a Gaussian peak for
the signal with mean at Q�� and standard deviation �E

according to the expected resolution. The fit has four
free parameters: the backgrounds of the three data sets
and 1/T 0⌫

1/2, which relates to the peak integral by Eq. 1.
The likelihood ratio is only evaluated for the physically
allowed region T 0⌫

1/2 > 0. It was verified that the method
has always su�cient coverage. The systematic uncertain-
ties due to the detector parameters, selection e�ciency,
energy resolution and energy scale are folded in with a
Monte Carlo approach which takes correlations into ac-

TABLE II. List of all events within Q�� ± 5 keV

data set detector energy date PSD
[keV] passed

golden ANG 5 2041.8 18-Nov-2011 22:52 no
silver ANG 5 2036.9 23-Jun-2012 23:02 yes
golden RG 2 2041.3 16-Dec-2012 00:09 yes
BEGe GD32B 2036.6 28-Dec-2012 09:50 no
golden RG 1 2035.5 29-Jan-2013 03:35 yes
golden ANG 3 2037.4 02-Mar-2013 08:08 no
golden RG 1 2041.7 27-Apr-2013 22:21 no
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FIG. 1. The combined energy spectrum from all enrGe
detectors without (with) PSD is shown by the open (filled)
histogram. The lower panel shows the region used for the
background interpolation. In the upper panel, the spec-
trum zoomed to Q�� is superimposed with the expectations
(with PSD selection) based on the central value of Ref. [11],
T 0⌫
1/2 = 1.19 · 1025 yr (red dashed) and with the 90% upper

limit derived in this work, corresponding to T 0⌫
1/2 = 2.1·1025 yr

(blue solid).

count. The best fit value is N0⌫ = 0, namely no excess
of signal events above the background. The limit on the
half-life is

T 0⌫
1/2 > 2.1 · 1025 yr (90% C.L.) (3)

including the systematic uncertainty. The limit on the
half-life corresponds to N0⌫ < 3.5 counts. The system-
atic uncertainties weaken the limit by about 1.5%. Given
the background levels and the e�ciencies of Table I, the
median sensitivity for the 90%C.L. limit is 2.4 · 1025 yr.

A Bayesian calculation [24] was also performed with
the same fit described above. A flat prior distribution is
taken for 1/T 0⌫

1/2 between 0 and 10�24 yr�1. The toolkit

BAT [25] is used to perform the combined analysis on
the data sets and to extract the posterior distribution
for T 0⌫

1/2 after marginalization over all nuisance parame-

ters. The best fit is again N0⌫ = 0 and the 90% credible
interval is T 0⌫

1/2 > 1.9 · 1025 yr (with folded systematic

uncertainties). The corresponding median sensitivity is
T 0⌫
1/2 > 2.0 · 1025 yr.

DISCUSSION

The Gerda data show no indication of a peak at Q�� ,
i.e. the claim for the observation of 0⌫�� decay in 76Ge
is not supported. Taking T 0⌫

1/2 from Ref. [11], 5.9 ± 1.4

decays are expected (see note [26]) in �E = ±2�E and
2.0±0.3 background events after the PSD cuts, as shown
in Fig. 1. This can be compared with three events de-
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FIG. 2. Limits (90% C.L.) on T 0⌫
1/2 of 76Ge (this work)

and 136Xe [14, 15] compared with the signal claim for 76Ge of
Ref. [11] (68% C.L. band). The lines in the shaded gray band
are the predictions for the correlation of the half-lives in 136Xe
and in 76Ge according to di↵erent NME calculations [27–33].
The selection of calculations and the labels are taken from
Ref. [34].

tected, none of them within Q�� ± �E . The model (H1),
which includes the claimed 0⌫�� signal from Ref. [11],
gives in fact a worse fit to the data than the background-
only model (H0): the Bayes factor, namely the ratio of
the probabilities of the two models, is P (H1)/P (H0) =
0.024. Assuming the model H1, the probability to ob-
tain N0⌫ = 0 as the best fit from the profile likelihood
analysis is P (N0⌫ = 0|H1)=0.01.

The Gerda result is consistent with the limits by
HdM and Igex. The profile likelihood fit is extended
to include the energy spectra from HdM (interval 2000-
2080 keV; Fig. 4 of Ref. [8]) and Igex (interval 2020-
2060 keV; Table II of Ref. [9]). Constant backgrounds for
each of the five data sets and Gaussian peaks for the sig-
nal with common 1/T 0⌫

1/2 are assumed. Experimental pa-

rameters (exposure, energy resolution, e�ciency factors)
are obtained from the original references or, when not
available, extrapolated from the values used in Gerda.
The best fit yields N0⌫ = 0 and a limit of

T 0⌫
1/2 > 3.0 · 1025 yr (90% C.L.). (4)

The Bayes factor is P (H1)/P (H0) = 2 · 10�4; the claim
is hence strongly disfavored.

Whereas only 76Ge experiments can test the claimed
signal in a model-independent way, NME calculations can
be used to compare the present 76Ge result to the recent

limits on the 136Xe half-life from KamLAND-Zen [14]
and EXO-200 [15]. Fig. 2 shows the experimental re-
sults, the claimed signal (labeled “claim (2004)”) and the
correlations for di↵erent predictions, assuming that the
exchange of light Majorana neutrinos is the leading mech-
anism. Within this assumption, the present result can be
also combined with the 136Xe experiments to scrutinize
Ref. [11]. The most conservative exclusion is obtained
by taking the smallest ratio M0⌫(136Xe)/M0⌫(76Ge)'
0.4 [32, 33] of the calculations listed in Ref. [34]. This
leads to an expected signal count of 23.6±5.6 (3.6±0.9)
for KamLAND-Zen (EXO-200). The comparison with
the corresponding background-only models [35] yields a
Bayes factor P (H1)/P (H0) of 0.40 for KamLAND-Zen
and 0.23 for EXO-200. Including the Gerda result, the
Bayes factor becomes 0.0022. Also in this case the claim
is strongly excluded; for a larger ratio of NMEs the exclu-
sion becomes even stronger. Note, however, that other
theoretical approximations might lead to even smaller ra-
tios and thus weaker exclusions.

The range for the upper limit on the e↵ective elec-
tron neutrino mass m�� is 0.2 - 0.4 eV. This limit is
obtained by using the combined 76Ge limit of Eq. 4, the
recently re-evaluated phase space factors of Ref. [36] and
the NME calculations mentioned above [27–33]. Scaling
due to di↵erent parameters gA and rA for NME is obeyed
as discussed in Ref. [37].

In conclusion, due to the unprecedented low back-
ground counting rate and the good energy resolution in-
trinsic to HPGe detectors, Gerda establishes after only
21.6 kg·yr exposure the most stringent 0⌫�� half-life
limit for 76Ge. The long-standing claim for a 0⌫�� signal
in 76Ge is strongly disfavored, which calls for a further
exploration of the degenerate Majorana mass scale. This
will be pursued by Gerda Phase II aiming for a sensi-
tivity increased by a factor of about 10.
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Experiment Isotope Technique Mass ββ(0ν) isotope Status

CANDLES 48Ca 305 kg of CaF2 crystals - liq. scint 0.3 kg Construction
CARVEL 48Ca 48CaWO4 crystal scint. ~ tonne R&D
GERDA I 76Ge Ge diodes in LAr 18 kg Operating
GERDA II 76Ge Point contact Ge in LAr 18+21 kg Construction
Majorana D 76Ge Point contact Ge 30 kg Construction
1TGe (GERDA
+MJ) 76Ge Best technology from GERDA and MAJORANA ~ tonne R&D

NEMO3 100Mo/
82Se Foils with tracking 6.9/0.9 kg Complete

SuperNEMO D 82Se Foils with tracking 7 kg Construction
SuperNEMO 82Se Foils with tracking 100 kg R&D
LUCIFER 82Se ZnSe scint. bolometer 18 kg R&D
AMoRE 100Mo CaMoO4 scint. bolometer 50 kg R&D
MOON 100Mo Mo sheets 200 kg R&D
COBRA 116Cd CdZnTe detectors 10 kg/183 kg R&D
CUORICINO 130Te TeO2 Bolometer 10 kg Complete
CUORE-0 130Te TeO2 Bolometer 11 kg Operating
CUORE 130Te TeO2 Bolometer 206 kg Construction
SNO+ 130Te 0.1% natNd suspended in Scint 55 kg Construction
KamLAND-ZEN 136Xe 2.7% in liquid scint. 380 kg Operating
NEXT-100 136Xe High pressure Xe TPC 80 kg Construction
EXO200 136Xe Xe liquid TPC 160 kg Operating
nEXO 136Xe Xe liquid TPC ~ tonne R&D
DCBA 150Nd Nd foils & tracking chambers 20 kg R&D
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without near detector (i.e., KamLAND, CHOOZ and
Double Chooz data in this work), with very small effects
on the global fit. For the sake of precision, we remark
that the values in Table I refer to our fit using the old
normalization for KamLAND, CHOOZ and Double
Chooz. By using the new normalization, the only notice-
able effects would be the following overall shifts, with
respect to the numbers in Table I: !sin2!12=10

!1’"0:05
and !sin2!13=10

!2 ’ "0:08 (i.e., at the level of#1=3 of a
standard deviation).

Let us now discuss the interplay of oscillation and non-
oscillation data. The constraints in Table I induce strong
covariances among the three main observables which are
sensitive to the absolute masses, namely, m", m"" and "

(see [44,45] for notation). Figure 4 shows such covariances
in terms of 2# constraints (bands) in the planes charted by
any couple of the absolute mass observables. As compared
to previous results [44,45], the bands in the $m";"% plane
of Fig. 4 are narrower, due to the higher accuracy reached
in the determination of all the oscillation parameters. Note
that, in principle, precise measurements of $m";"% in the
sub-eV range (where the bands for NH and IH branch out)
could determine the mass spectrum hierarchy. In the two
lower panels of Fig. 4, there remains a large vertical spread
in the allowed slanted bands, as a result of the unknown
Majorana phases in them"" components, which may inter-
fere either constructively (upper part of each band) or
destructively (lower part of each band). In principle, precise
data in either the $m""; m"% plane or the $m"";"% plane
might thus provide constraints on the Majorana phases.
Progress in constraining the neutrino mass and mixing

parameters will hopefully lead to a deeper understanding of
their origin. Theoretical options range from ‘‘accidental’’
parameter values with no special significance or structure
[46] to ‘‘special’’ values pointing towards underlying sym-
metries [47], just to name a few possibilities in the vast
literature on models. Precision measurements of neutrinos
masses, mixings and phases will provide valuable informa-
tion to narrow this wide theoretical spectrum.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a global analysis of neutrino oscil-
lation data, including recent, high-precision measurements
of the neutrino mixing angle !13 at reactor experiments
(which have confirmed previous indications in favor of
!13 > 0 [5,13]) and updated data released at the Neutrino
2012 conference [2]. We have explored the current corre-
lations between the mixing parameters sin2!13 and sin

2!23,
as well as between sin2!13 and the CP-violation phase $.
We have found some interesting indications in favor of
!23 < %=4 (at & 3# in NH and & 2# in IH), as well as
possible hints of $# %, but no significant difference
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(red) bands refer to normal (inverted) hierarchy.

TABLE I. Results of the global 3& oscillation analysis, in terms of best-fit values and allowed
1, 2 and 3# ranges for the 3& mass-mixing parameters. We remind that !m2 is defined herein as
m2

3 ! $m2
1 "m2

2%=2, with "!m2 for NH and !!m2 for IH.

Parameter Best fit 1# range 2# range 3# range

$m2=10!5 eV2 (NH or IH) 7.54 7.32–7.80 7.15–8.00 6.99–8.18
sin2!12=10

!1 (NH or IH) 3.07 2.91–3.25 2.75–3.42 2.59–3.59
!m2=10!3 eV2 (NH) 2.43 2.33–2.49 2.27–2.55 2.19–2.62
!m2=10!3 eV2 (IH) 2.42 2.31–2.49 2.26–2.53 2.17–2.61
sin2!13=10

!2 (NH) 2.41 2.16–2.66 1.93–2.90 1.69–3.13
sin2!13=10

!2 (IH) 2.44 2.19–2.67 1.94–2.91 1.71–3.15
sin2!23=10

!1 (NH) 3.86 3.65–4.10 3.48–4.48 3.31–6.37
sin2!23=10

!1 (IH) 3.92 3.70–4.31 3:53–4:84 & 5:43–6:41 3.35–6.63
$=% (NH) 1.08 0.77–1.36 ' ' ' ' ' '
$=% (IH) 1.09 0.83–1.47 ' ' ' ' ' '

GLOBAL ANALYSIS OF NEUTRINO MASSES, MIXINGS, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 86, 013012 (2012)

013012-7

Plot from PRD 86, 013012 (2012)
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FIG. 6: Prompt energy spectrum of the !e events in the low-energy
region for all data taking periods. Bottom panel: data together with
the best-fit background and geo !e contributions. The fit incorporates
all available constraints on the oscillation parameters. The shaded
background and geo !e histograms are cumulative. Middle panel:
observed geo !e spectrum after subtraction of reactor !e’s and other
background sources. The dashed and dotted lines show the best-fit
U and Th spectral contributions, respectively. The blue shaded curve
shows the expectation from the geological reference model of [17].
Top panel: the energy-dependent selection efficiency.

from solar neutrino experiments are tan2 !12 = 0.437+0.029
!0.026,

!m2
21 = 7.53+0.19

!0.18 ! 10!5 eV2, and sin2 !13 = 0.023+0.015
!0.015.

A global analysis including also constraints on !13 from accel-
erator and short-baseline reactor neutrino experiments yields
tan2 !12 = 0.436+0.029

!0.025, !m2
21 = 7.53+0.18

!0.18 ! 10!5 eV2,
and sin2 !13 = 0.023+0.002

!0.002. The fit values for the different
combinations are summarized in Table III. Figure 4 shows the
extracted confidence intervals in the (tan2 !12, !m2

21) plane
with and without the !13 constraint.

TABLE III: Summary of the fit values for !m2
21, tan2 "12 and

sin2 "13 from three-flavor neutrino oscillation analyses with various
combinations of experimental data.

Data combination !m2
21 tan2 "12 sin2 "13

KamLAND 7.54+0.19
!0.18 0.481+0.092

!0.080 0.010+0.033
!0.034

KamLAND + solar 7.53+0.19
!0.18 0.437+0.029

!0.026 0.023+0.015
!0.015

KamLAND + solar + "13 7.53+0.18
!0.18 0.436+0.029

!0.025 0.023+0.002
!0.002
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FIG. 7: (a) Confidence level (C.L.) contours for the observed number
of geo !e events. The small shaded region represents the prediction
of the reference model of [17]. The vertical dashed line represents
the value of (NU ! NTh)/(NU + NTh) expected for a Th/U mass
ratio of 3.9 derived from chondritic meteorites. (b) !#2-profile from
the fit to the total number of geo !e events, fixing the Th/U mass ratio
at 3.9. The grey band represent the geochemical model prediction,
assuming a 20% uncertainty in the abundance estimates.

The KamLAND data illustrates the oscillatory shape of re-
actor "e’s arising from neutrino oscillation. The ratio of the
background- and geo-"e-subtracted reactor "e spectrum to the
no-oscillation expectation is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of
L0/E, where L0 = 180 km is the flux-weighted average re-
actor baseline. The improved determination of the geo "e flux
resulting from the addition of the reactor-off data makes the
second peak at L0/E = 70 km/MeV more evident than in
previous analyses.

300 Borexino Collaboration / Physics Letters B 722 (2013) 295–300

Fig. 5. Q prompt light yield spectrum of the 46 prompt golden anti-neutrino candi-
dates and the best fit with free U (blue) and Th (cyan) contributions. The yellow
area isolates the total contribution of geo-!̄e s. Dashed red line/orange area: reactor-
!̄e signal from the fit. The contribution of background from Table 2 is almost negli-
gible and is shown by the small red filled area. The conversion from p.e. to energy
is approximately 500 p.e./MeV. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)

Fig. 6. The 68.27, 95.45, and 99.73% C.L. contour plots of the STh and SU signal rates
expressed in TNU units. The black point indicates the best fit values. The dashed
blue line represents the chondritic Th and U ratio.

expected geo-reactor anti-neutrino. In a similar unbinned maximal
likelihood fit of our 46 golden anti-neutrino candidates we have
added another fit component, Ngeo-react, while constraining Nreact
to the expected value of (33.3 ± 2.4) events. All other fit details
were as above, including fixed chondritic mass Th/U ratio. We set
the upper limit on the geo-reactor power 4.5 TW at 95% C.L.
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• Observation by KamLAND and Borexino

• Start of ν geophysics

• Future experiments

• SNO+: under construction

• LENA, HANOHANO,... : proposed
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Sun decreases with increasing radius. This means that
P

3⌫
ee for a given neutrino energy is expected to depend on

the neutrino species under consideration. Fig. 81 shows
P

3⌫
ee calculated according to the LMA-MSW and the stan-

dard high metallicity solar model. The gray band refers
to the 8

B neutrinos and was obtained averaging the value
of P 3⌫

ee for each energy calculated for di↵erent radii (that
is di↵erent ne) in the Sun according to the proper ra-
dial distribution of the production point of the 8

B. The
width of the curve is due to the uncertainties (1 �) as-
sociated with the mixing angles and �m

2

1,2. Similarly,
the plot also shows the value of the P

3⌫
ee calculated for

the monochromatic 7Be and pep neutrinos. Points at
specific energies for pp, CNO and hep neutrinos are also
included. From this figure we see that the dependence
of Pee from the neutrino production region in the Sun
is small and it is masked by current uncertainties. The
curve calculated for the 8

B matches well the prediction
of the MSW-LMA model for P 3⌫

ee versus energy.
The relative importance of the MSW matter term and

the kinematic vacuum oscillation is described by the
quantity �. For � < cos 2✓

12

' 0.4 the survival prob-
ability reaches the value corresponding to vacuum aver-
aged oscillations, while for � > 1, it corresponds to mat-
ter dominated oscillations. The P

3⌫
ee in the LMA-MSW

model exhibits a strong energy dependence only in the
region around 2 MeV, where P 3⌫

ee transitions between the
values corresponding to these limiting regimes. The mea-
surement of the low energy solar neutrinos spectrum with
Borexino o↵ers the perfect frame to test this prediction
of the LMA-MSW oscillation model. Di↵erent oscillation
models, including the possibility that neutrinos undergo
non standard interactions, predict survival probabilities
with a significantly di↵erent energy dependence [12].

The value of P 3⌫
ee for the monochromatic 7Be neutrinos

are obtained from the Borexino results using the relation

R

7Be = �
7Be

�
P

3⌫
ee �⌫e + (1� P

3⌫
ee )�⌫x

�
Ne� (88)

P

3⌫
ee for pep neutrinos is obtained in the same way. The

number of electron target Ne� is reported in table V and
the solar fluxes are listed in table I. Using the fluxes of
the high metallicity solar model we get P 3⌫

ee (E⌫ = 0.862
MeV) = 0.51 ± 0.07 including both the experimental and
theoretical (solar model) errors and P

3⌫
ee (E⌫=1.44 MeV)

= 0.62 ± 0.17. A combined analysis of the Borexino data
together with those of other solar experiments allows to
also obtain values of the survival probability for the pp
and 8

B neutrinos. Fig. 82 reports the results.

XXVII. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

The rich scientific harvest of the Borexino Phase-I was
made possible by the extreme radio–purity of the detec-
tor and of its liquid scintillator core in particular. Chal-
lenging design purity levels have been mostly met, and
in some cases surpassed by a few orders of magnitude.

The central physics goal was achieved with the 5%
measurement of the 7Be solar neutrino rate. Three more
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FIG. 82. Electron neutrino survival probability as a function
of energy. The gray band is the same as in Fig. 85.

measurements beyond the scope of the original proposal
were made as well: the first observation of the solar pep
neutrinos, the most stringent experimental constraint on
the flux of CNO neutrinos, and the low-threshold mea-
surement of the 8B solar neutrino interaction rate. The
latter measurement was possible thanks to the extremely
low background rate above natural radioactivity, while
the first two exploited the superior particle identification
capability of the scintillator and an e�cient cosmogenic
background subtraction. All measurements benefit from
an extensive calibration campaign with external sources
that preserved scintillator radio–purity.
In this paper we have described the sources of back-

ground and the data analysis methods that led to the
published solar neutrinos results. We also reported, for
the first time, the detection of the annual modulation of
the 7Be solar neutrinos, consistent with their solar ori-
gin. The implications of Borexino solar neutrino results
for neutrino and solar physics were also discussed, both
stand–alone and in combination with other solar neutrino
data.
Additional important scientific results (not discussed

in this paper) were the detection of geo–neutrinos [44]
and state-of-the art upper limits on many rare and exotic
processes [87].
Borexino has performed several purification cycles in

2010 and 2011 by means of water extraction [20] in batch
mode, reducing even further several background com-
ponents, among which 85Kr, 210Bi and the 238U and
232Th chains. After these purification cycles, the Borex-
ino Phase-II has started at the beginning of 2012, with
the goal of improving all solar neutrino measurements.
Borexino is also an ideal apparatus to look for short base-
line neutrino oscillations into sterile species using strong
artificial neutrino and anti–neutrino sources [88]. An ex-
perimental program, called SOX (Source Oscillation eX-
periment), was approved and it is now in progress.
The Borexino program is made possible by funding

arXiv:1308.0443• Many recent progress

• Precise measurement of θ12

• 7Be and pep ν observation 
by Borexino

• Day-Night effect by Super-K

• Future goals

• Confirmation of upturn
(MSW effect, or new physics?)

• More precise flux meas.

• CNO neutrino detection

• Solar abundance problem

The Solar Abundance Problem 
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Burst ν from core-collapse SN

• Large number of events if happens nearby

• ~8000 events expected for Super-K for SN at 
10kpc (cf. 24 events for SN1987a)

• Lots of physics/astrophysics

• Comparison to SN models (time, flavor, energy)

• Sensitivity to mass hierarchy

• SN Early Warning System (SNEWS) online

• Network of SN sensitive ν detectors to send alert 
to astronomers

• Keep prepared, and wait and see... (Betelgeuse?)
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Diffuse supernova neutrino 
background (DSNB, SN relic ν)

• Star formation history embedded

• Current limit by Super-K 
approaching to model predictions

• Enhance sensitivity by neutron 
tagging with Gd added to water

• Gadzooks! (M. Vagins and J. Beacom)

• R&D well in progress, 
prototype test (EGADS ) ongoing
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FIG. 19. Exclusion contour plotted in a parameter space of
SRN event rate vs. neutrino temperature. The red contour
shows our 90% C.L. result. The dashed line shows the indi-
vidual 90% C.L. results of each temperature considered sep-
arately, which is not a true 2-D exclusion contour. CGI is
Cosmic Gas Infall model, HMA is Heavy Metal Abundance
model, CE is Chemical Evolution model, LMA is Large Mix-
ing Angle model, FS is Failed Supernova model, and the 6 and
4 MeV cases are from [13]. For the 4 and 6 MeV cases a total
uncertainty is provided and shown, and the HMA model gives
a range which is shown. Other models have no given range or
uncertainty and are represented by a star.

TABLE VI. Summary of limit values.

!̄e Temperature (MeV) Energy (!1053 ergs)
3.0 9.0
3.5 4.8
4.0 2.9
4.5 2.1
5.0 1.5
5.5 1.3
6.0 1.1
6.5 0.92
7.0 0.82
7.5 0.75
8.0 0.70

sample. A new maximum likelihood fit with multiple
Cherenkov angle regions is utilized to extract a set of
model-dependent upper flux limits. Further, we have ex-
pressed our results in a model-independent fashion using
two e!ective parameters to model typical SN neutrino
emission.
Although our limit is tantalizingly close to the best the-

oretical predictions, no signal has so far been detected.
While SK is expected to continue data taking for many
more years, future sensitivity improvements will be slow,
since SK-I/II/III’s exposure is already 176 kt-years, and
the analysis is now highly optimized. 50 kt-years of SK-
IV data already exists, and the new SK-IV electronics
structure may allow for some further background reduc-
tion, as decay electrons from atmospheric !µ CC interac-
tions can now be tagged by detection of prompt gamma
emissions with higher e"ciency. Further improvement
would be possible with new methods, such as the doping
of SK water with gadolinium, which could lower the en-
ergy threshold and backgrounds dramatically and could
allow detection of the SRN signal within five years [34].
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High energy neutrino 
astrophysics

• PeV neutrino observed at IceCube
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Extremely high energy neutrino search 
above PeV e::=6:1:2 at 1PeV,  3:4:2 at 10PeV, 2:5:3 at 100PeV 

2..8sigma excess over  events of default 

atmospheric background 
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Summary

• Lots of progress in neutrino physics in the past years.

• Discovery of sinθ13~0.1 → future opportunities

• Still lots to learn

• about properties of neutrino

• about Nature using neutrino as a probe

• Rich, diverse experimental programs and proposals
exist over the world

• New era of neutrino physics

• More ideas will emerge in future

• Expect more surprises in future!!!
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